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WEB BASED PRESENTATION OF THE BULGARIAN CUSTOMS AND 
TRADITIONS 
 
The thesis is developed by a team of two students and represents a WEB site, 
containing information about the Bulgarian customs and traditions. This includes 
some of the most significant religious and national holidays celebrated from far-
distant times up until the middle of 20th century. 
The main goal of this thesis is to analyze the literary sources on the theme, to 
analyze and research the technologies for developing a WEB site, to project the 
structure of the site and to organize the information in it. 
The second aim of this thesis is to design and develop forum, attached to this 
site, which gives possibility to the users to exchange opinions on certain topics. 
On the base of the project the two students have developed a dynamic WEB 
site, which contains interesting, summarized and well structured information and at 
the same time encloses contemporary technological solutions in the following: 
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Flash, PHP and Data bases. 
Тhe site which is the pragmatic part of the thesis, contains illustrative 
information about the way Bulgarian traditions are celebrated. Тhere is a forum 
attached to the site. Within internet there are other similar sites, but none of them 
offers so detailed information. Some of the advantages of this site are the user-
friendly interface, good navigation tools and also the English version of the site. 
